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EXAMPLE : Class Bicycle 
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Constructor 
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Member 
methods



EXAMPLE : MAIN CLASS



In previous lecture,

You have learned about:

Class and object

Anatomy of Class Definition

Object, Class and method

 Invoking Method



Content Overview

• Constructor

• Accessor and Mutator (get and set)

• Matching Arguments and Parameters

• Passing and Returning Object to/from a 
method



Learning Objectives

Student should be able to:

To understand the concept of constructor



CONSTRUCTOR

 In Java, there are three types of constructors:



CONSTRUCTOR

 It is a special method used to create a new instance of the class

public  <class name> (<parameters>) { 

<statements>

}

Syntax

Example

public      Building      (     ) { 

buildName = “Unassigned”;

}

Modifier Class Name Parameter

Statement



CONSTRUCTOR

A constructor is a special method that have the following features:
 Similar name as the class

 Do not have a return type (not even void)

 It’s initialize the default value for all object data members

 Invoked using the new operator when an object is created

 Each constructor must have a different number of parameters or parameters 
of different types.

 Best Practice : Initialize all the object data member’s value using constructor



CONSTRUCTOR : DEFAULT

 A class may be defined without constructors

 Known as Default constructor – When no argument constructor with an 
empty body is implicitly declared in the class

 It’s provided automatically only if no constructor are explicitly defined in 
the class.

Data Type Default Value

byte, short, int, long 0

float, double 0.0

char Space

boolean False

Any object reference (e.g String) Null

 The following default value will be automatically assigned if the constructor 
does not assign ant value to the instance variables

1.



DEFAULT CONSTRUCTOR : EXAMPLE

 No constructor methods were defined in the Vehicles class
 No-argument constructor with an empty body is implicitly declared in the 

class

OUTPUT



DEFAULT CONSTRUCTOR : EXAMPLE

 Object Instantiation using default constructor

Vehicles

ownerName : String
plateNo : int
hour : int

car

ownerName : null
plateNo : 0
hour : 0

Class

Object



NO-ARG CONSTRUCTOR2.

 No-arg constructor is the same as default constructor HOWEVER, body 
statement can have any code

 Compare to Default constructor which the body is empty.

No Argument

Body Statement



PARAMETERIZED CONSTRUCTOR :    

EXAMPLE

OUTPUT

3.

Parameters



PARAMETERIZED CONSTRUCTOR : 

EXAMPLE

Vehicles

ownerName : String
plateNo : int
hour : int

Vehicles : car

ownerName : “Proton”
plateNo : 12345
hour : 0

Class

Object

 Object Instantiation using default constructor

Arguments

3.



PARAMETERIZED CONSTRUCTOR :    

ARGUMENTS VS. PARAMETER
3.

 An argument is a value we pass to a method

 A parameter is a placeholder in the called method to hold the value 
of the passed argument

Parameters

Arguments



PARAMETERIZED CONSTRUCTOR :    

ARGUMENTS VS. PARAMETER
3.

 The number of arguments and the parameters must be the same.

 Arguments and parameters are paired from left to right

HINT :
If you have two or more constructors (overloading constructors), let 

say a default constructor and a parameterized constructor.

 When you do not pass any parameter while creating the object 

using new keyword, then default constructor is invoked

 When a parameter is pass during object instantiation, then 

parameterized constructor that MATCHES with the passed 

parameters list gets invoked.



CONSTRUCTOR : this

 This codes using the similar name for instance 
variables and parameters,

 Causing in compiler treat the variables inside 
the method as parameters

Solution:
1. Use the different name for the instance variable and 

parameter

2. Use this to refer to an instance variable



CONSTRUCTOR : this

 this is an implicit parameter sent to methods and is an object 

reference to the object for which the method was called 

1. Use the different name for the instance variable 
and parameter

2.  Use this to refer to an instance variable



CONSTRUCTOR : this

 If there a several 
constructors in a system, 
one constructor is calling 
another constructor using 
this keyword

 this ( ) should 
always be the 1st

statement in constructor, 
or else an error message 
will appear.



CONSTRUCTOR CHAINING

 When a constructor is
invoked from the other
constructor of same class

 WHY?
 A programmer can pass

parameters through a
bunch of different
constructors, but only
have the initialization
done in a single place.

 RULE : Constructor with
most fewer arguments
should call those with
more

Source: https://beginnersbook.com/2013/12/java-constructor-chaining-with-example/



ACCESSING CLASS MEMBERS

<objectName> . <instanceVariable>;

Syntax to ACCESS data

<objectName> . <methodName (argument(s))>;

Syntax to ACCESS or INVOKE method

Use the dot operator ( . ) to access its data or invoke its methods 
after an object is created



ACCESSING CLASS MEMBERS : EXAMPLE

Accessing data



ACCESSING CLASS MEMBERS : EXAMPLE

Invoking method



ACCESSING CLASS MEMBERS : EXAMPLE



ACCESSOR AND MUTATOR

 WHY?
 To enforce data encapsulation

 Its allow programmer to change how the data is handled behind 
the scene

 Enable programmer to impose validation on the values that the 
fields are being set to.

 HOW?
 By returning and setting the values of an object’s state (from 

private field)



ACCESSOR vs. MUTATOR

ACCESSOR METHOD MUTATOR METHOD

o A method used to return the 
information of a private field

o Keyword : get

o It will always return the similar data 
type as their corresponding private 
field and simply return the 
information of that private field.

o A method used to set a 
property/value of a private field

o Keyword : set

o Do not have a return type

o Accept parameter that has similar 
data type to the corresponding 
private field



ACCESSOR : EXAMPLE

Source: https://www.thoughtco.com/accessors-and-mutators-2034335



ACCESSOR : EXAMPLE

Main class

Source: https://www.thoughtco.com/accessors-and-mutators-2034335



MUTATOR: EXAMPLE

Source: https://www.thoughtco.com/accessors-and-mutators-2034335



MUTATOR: EXAMPLE

Main class

Source: https://www.thoughtco.com/accessors-and-mutators-2034335

It’s enable programmer to modify 
address and username inside the
Person object



 A value we pass to a method

 The value is assigned to the 
corresponding parameters

 Called as an actual parameter

 A placeholder in the called method 
to hold the value of the passed 
arguments

 Called as formal parameters

PARAMETERSARGUMENTS



MATCHING ARGUMENTS AND 

PARAMETERS

 The number of arguments and the 
parameters must be the same.

 The matched pair must be assignment-
compatible (e.g: you cannot pass a double 
argument to an int parameter)

 Arguments and parameters are paired from 
left to right

A parameter receives the value of a 
corresponding arguments – because a 
parameter is like a placeholder that will not 
hold a value until an arguments is passed to it. 

Source : Thomas Wu
Introduction to Object Oriented Programming



PASSING OBJECT TO METHOD 

There are two ways to pass argument(s) to methods:
I. Passing by value for primitive type variable – the value is passed to the 

parameter.
II. Passing by value for reference type variable – the value is the reference 

to the object.

Allows an object to be referred multiple times

Passing by value for 
primitive type 

variable

MOST COMMON TO BE USED



PASSING OBJECT TO METHOD : EXAMPLE

There
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